Infor ION Experience

Sophistication to harness
complexity
Today, business is mobile, virtual, and global. Your
office is everywhere. Your working hours are what you
make them, and so are your opportunities. You need
business software that works the way you work,
whether that’s on the web, on mobile devices, or in a
traditional office. You also need relevant, responsive
information and the ability to share that information
through fast, collaborative systems so that every
member of your team can contribute fully and
immediately to the success of your business.

Reimagine accessibility for a
transformed world
The Infor™ ION Experience applications focus on
bringing you the right information at the right time, on
the right screen, and in the right format so that you can
take prompt, effective action. It’s built on three
essential elements:
Infor ION Workspace
We’ve completely reimagined business user interface
design and arrived at Infor ION Workspace, which
unifies and organizes the information relevant to your
work, then helps you act on that information and share
it with others. Infor ION Workspace simplifies your daily
work with:
• Social collaboration features. Extend your
collaborative conversations with colleagues through
the advanced collaboration features in ION
Workspace. You’ll be able to share individual
screens and records from multiple business
systems, such as EAM and ERP, in a single context
to help make quick, collaborative group decisions.

• Consumer-grade user experience. With common
navigation, and a common look-and-feel across all
Infor applications, you can get your work done
quickly and easily.
• Personalized tools. Add the web parts and
information you need to get stay informed and do
your work.
• A single source of information. Workspace
aggregates business information from multiple
sources, including Infor solutions, your Intranet, and
Internet resources, and presents it to you in a logical
fashion—when you need it.
• Context-aware data. ION Workspace automatically
displays information relevant to the task you’re
working on at the moment, so you get the right
information, at the right time, to make informed
decisions more quickly.
Infor Motion
Mobile devices are beginning to outpace the use of
PC’s. You need business software with mobile support
as part of its core architecture. Infor Motion apps put
the power of Infor business solutions on the very same
mobile devices that your workers carry every day, so
they get rich, rapid access to critical data along with the
ability to take action, without breaking stride.
Infor ION integrates mobile capabilities into the fabric of
your applications, so that you can use the same,
up-to-date information when you’re using a mobile
device as you do at your desktop, and work just
as effectively.
You’ll be able to change the way you work with a
rapidly expanding selection of mobile apps powered
by Infor Motion technology, including:
• Motion Road Warrior, a customer service application
for the busy mobile sales professional.
• Motion ActivityDeck, a powerful utility for the mobile
manager that keeps you informed and helps you
respond to important issues in your workplace.

• Motion Query & Analysis, a lightweight query and
ad-hoc reporting tool especially designed for the
mobile environment.
• Motion Shop Floor, an app that lets you visualize a
production order as it makes its way through the
manufacturing process and supplies details about all
required resources for the job.
Infor ION Enterprise Search
Finding information within your enterprise should be
easier than searching for information on the open
web—but it often isn’t. Now you can search your
enterprise data faster than ever before with Infor ION
Enterprise Search. Designed to make your searches
quick, valuable, and effective, Infor ION Enterprise Search
understands the context of the data it finds by means of
an “interest center,” which defines the data to
be searched.
You'll be able to:

Infor ION Enterprise Search constantly updates its
database in the background, so you don’t need to worry
about slowing down your transactional systems with too
many search requests or inefficient search queries.

Get ready for the next big thing
Hesitation is something you can’t afford in a world that
changes this fast. With Infor Experience applications, you’ll
know what you need to know when you need to know it,
and gain a whole new level of insight into the issues that
make the biggest difference to your success. You’ll also
get personalized tools, social media connections, context
aware data, and native mobile support.
Above all, you’ll have enterprise software that’s ready to
help you tackle the unprecedented changes that are
already starting to happen. You’ll also have a unified
experience across your enterprise so that you can clearly
see what you’re doing and deal with what matters now.

• Conduct free-form searches across multiple
data sources.
• Search and access your personal transaction history.
• Find previously unsearchable data, such as description
fields, comments, and attachment file names.
• Simultaneously search multiple applications quickly
and easily.
• Search non-Infor data that resides on your own PC,
network file system, email account, and other sources.
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About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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